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One of the main strengths of Dungeons and Dragons is the Player's Handbook, which allows each player to have their own copy of the rules that govern their character without requiring them to invest in a larger set of information that only DM needs. Star Wars, like most other RPGs that I've run into, uses
an all-encompassing Basic Rule Book (CRB for short). While I don't expect any player to read CRB cover to cover, you'll need to have a basic understanding of game mechanics in order to build their character and start playing. This guide is not intended to completely replace CRB, but it should be a useful
starting point. This guidance will also contain any House rules that are relevant to our campaign. Read this first - This link is a quick introduction to the Fantasy Flight Games Star Wars RPG system designed to explain what makes it different from dungeons and dragons (and other d20-based games).
Since everyone in our group was playing in the DMO, I didn't make a full record of how role-playing games work in general. Anyone who has played in my previous campaign should skip this part if you are looking for retraining on the basics. Fantasy Flight Games makes 3 different themed CRB for Star
Wars, each with its own line of expansion books. The Edge of the Empire focuses on life in the Outer Ring of the galaxy, and allows players to be different fringe-type characters such as bounty hunters, smugglers and colonists (Imagine Firefly with a Star Wars background). The Era of the Uprising is to
be a member of the Rebel Alliance and fight against the Empire. Power and Destiny is all about playing the role of user strength. I want players to be able to pull their character-creation options out of all 3 games, so I had to tweak some of the rules. Please read this section even if you've played before.
Character Creation House Rules: 1. Players can choose any playable views and careers from any of the 3 games, including options from CRBs and expansion books. 2. All characters must choose the Obligation, in accordance with the rules in the edge of the empire. The starting account commitment is
based on the number of players in the campaign. Assuming 5 players, the starting score will be 10. Additional commitments can be made in exchange for additional starting XP or Credits, also covered by Empire Edge rules. 3. Any character who begins as a Power-sensitive character (or who becomes
Sensitive to the Force later) must choose Morality, in accordance with the rules of Power and Destiny. The initial morality score is 50. You can't use the rule to adjust your morality to get Starter XP or Credits. However, if you have made an additional commitment, you can adjust your morality score
accordingly. 4. Any character with the age of a career uprising takes a Duty score, according to the rules of this game. You can't use the rule for spending debt to get starting XP or loans. However, if you have made an additional commitment, you should waive your debt assessment accordingly.
Accordingly. Please write a background story. It doesn't have to be a book, but please give me at least a few paragraphs about your character. If you buy any limited or particularly rare items as a starter gear, you should talk about how they came into your possession. The background story will cost some
extra XP. Other House Rules: 1. 3 games use the same basic system with a few exceptions. If otherwise not covered by the House rule, the new rules established (Power and Destiny) tend to win where there is disagreement, but common sense must also be applied. This is especially true when it comes
to the use of force, since Power and Destiny has been developed around the Party users of the Force. 2. I allow players to use Dark Force Points even if they don't have destiny points left. However, it has a price. The rules as written (RAW) will state that Dark Force Points can be used by spending The
Point of Destiny by taking 1 Strain for the dark point of force used, and conflict score generated. When there are no available points of fate, it is impossible. Instead of cutting off a player from the Force for this turn, the house rule: If no Destiny Points can be spent, GM will receive a temporary clause of
fate (gets removed from the game after use rather than going to players), and the strain cost doubles, and as a result the conflict score doubles. Select sheet characters: Edge sheet of Empire characters (works well if you keep notes separately) Alternate character and vehicle sheet (Printer-friendly,
includes all 3 games) Extended 4-page sheet of characters (Very carefully, includes all 3 games) Extended 4-page character sheet Version 2 (Less talent, more power power) Follow the step below to create your character: 1. that may come back to haunt you. Choose wisely... 2. Choose the view as soon
as you select the view from the list, write it characterisitcs and abilities on your character sheet. 3. Choose a career and major You have 18 career options - 6 from each of the 3 CRBs. Your career choice is permanent, but you can always acquire a specialization in any career later. Career from the edge
of the empire and the era of rebellion give you 8 career skills (get a free rank in 4 of them). A career from Force and Destiny gives you 6 career skills, plus a starting strength rating of 1 (get a free rank in 3 of them). Once you have chosen your career, choose one of the majors that belongs to that career
as a starting major. Your starting major gives you 4 more career skills, and allows you to get a free rank in 2 of them. Each specialty also comes with a tree of talent. 4. Invest Starting XP Every Kind Comes With Some Starting XP That Be spent on promoting your character before you start playing. Use
the following chart as a reference for Starting XP costs: 5. Calculate the derivative attributes of wound wounds and the deformation threshold is calculated according to your species abilities. Soak the value starts with your Brawn feature, and increases your armor and certain talents. Defense usually starts
at 0, and can be increased by certain armor or talents. 6. Choose Motivation Select Motivation from one of the CRBs. Pages 94-97 at The Edge of The Empire, Pages 104-108 in the Era of Rebellion. Pages 105-107 in Power and Destiny. Playing according to the motivation of your character can earn a
bonus XP and sometimes can help you earn a bonus on a roll. 7. Purchase Starting Gear Spend starting credits on any weapon, armor or other equipment your character may need. After buying all your starting gear, get 1d100 credits as pocket changes to start playing (in addition to any of your starting
credits that are left). 8. Write a backstory Give me a summary of your character's life so far. Try to incorporate your commitment, motivation and career to make the backstory feel authentic. The backstory costs about 1 session worth of XP, which can be spent after creating a character (meaning it can't be
used to enhance the specs, but it can be used to enhance skill over 2 rank). Legends of the Galaxy uses the Game of Stars' role-playing system from Fantasy Flight Games; The edge of the empire, the era of rebellion, power and destiny. When you create a new character, you can only use any resources
that are considered legitimate for the Galaxy Legends game. Players must follow the official process of character creation. It is expected that all players will own either a specialization deck or an addition to the rules for the specialization they intend to play. (Pirate PDF files are not allowed) Follow below
10 steps to create your Star Wars Legends Galaxy character. Step 1: Read The Rules Players use the official Rules of Star Wars Role-Playing Game Fantasy Flight Games to create characters (Edge of Empire, Age of Rebellion, or Strength and Destiny) Players must own a physical copy of one of the
CORE Rules Book and either specialize the deck or rule supplement book that contains the specialization they choose to create and play. Players are expected to revise all the rules of the Galaxy Legends game. Empty form-filled sheets of characters can be downloaded here: Click here Step 2:
Background Player must understand the main story of The Legend of the Galaxy and create a character that will play well with other characters. In Legends of the Galaxy, we assume that your character is a HERO of some type. Although that doesn't mean you have to be a good guy. This means that if
you decide to play a more wicked character, that you do not create a character that will become destructive at the table. All characters should play well with others. As part of the background, your character must choose the faction to which he must A faction system has been created to make it easier for
grandmasters to get your player involved in history. These include The mission objectives are a faction that they can assign during the event. These faction missions are often called in conjunction with your duty, obligation, or morality. Step 3: CORE Mechanic - Debt, Obligation, Morality Players must
decide which core book rules to use for their original character creation. They are expected to use the initial mechanics of the book they choose to create a character out of. The characters are supposed to start playing with the size of batch 5 when determining Commitment or Duty. Each character must
choose either 1 Commitment or 1 Debt, as noted in the Edge of Empire or Age of Rebellion Rulebooks. Characters who are also Sensitive Forces and have a Force Rating of at least 1, also receive the mechanics of morality, as noted in The Force and Destiny. Players can take on additional obligations or
less duty for an XP bonus or credits under official rules. Characters of Force and Destiny may take on more commitments or less responsibilities, but may not also benefit for additional credits, additional xp, above or below morale. Step 4: Select Racing Players can choose any view from any of the official
Star Wars RPG products created by Fantasy Flight Games In addition, players can choose a view from the unofficial types of Menagerie - click here if Fantasy Flight Games releases a product that contradicts the unofficial types of Menagerie then the player character is expected to customize there
character to match the types of stats for the official Star Wars RPG on Flight Games 5 : Choose a starting career - Specialization Players can choose from any of the official Careers and Specializations detailed in any of the official Star Wars RPG products created by Fantasy Flight Games; The Edge of
Empire, the Era of Rebellion, or Power and Destiny. Examples include Smuggler: Player, Ace: Hotshot, Guardian: Shadow. Step 6: The Spending Experience Points Player started XP determined by their selected alien race stat unit species, as noted in any of the Star Wars RPG book Fantasy Flight
Games.They are allowed to spend their starting points of experience in the rules on character creation. They can be spent on enhancing their starting characteristics, developing their skills, developing new talent, or multi-class in a new career or specialization. Note that characteristics can only be
advanced in this way when creating a character. In addition, in the 3rd season of Legend of the Galaxy we discovered the creation of characters Knight level. Knight Level Play allows your character to start with a 150-earned XP bonus that will be spent on top of the starting xp provided by your character's
race. However, the characters cannot train any one skill rank above 3 trained ranks. In addition, earned xp can only be spent on skills, talents, or multiclass in new career specialties. 7: Choosing the starting equipment players default to earn 500 starting credits to be spent as they wish. Player characters
Earn an additional 1,000 to 2,500 starting credits when creating if they used the rule of adjusting their liabilities above or the debt score lower at the beginning of the character. Players are prohibited from buying limited items during the character Creation.At the start of the first session with a new character
to inform your game master and it will allow you to make one D100 dice roll to start spending credits. This is in addition to any day of credit check work at the beginning of each session. Also, if you created a character game Knight level you will get a signature item. Signature elements must be something
that is a hallmark of your chosen career, specialization, alien race or home world. The signature element may be limited. The signature element must be approved by the first grandmaster to hold your character's first event. Here are a few examples of signature items: Ace Hotshot: X-wingSmuggler Pilot:

YT-1300 cargo shipBounty Hunter Gadgeteer: a cool attachment for your bookingCocolyst Politico: Protocol DroidTechnician: Pit Crew Pit Droid Pit (Max 3)Diplomat Advocate: Minion Security Group Detail (Max 3)Soldier Sharpshooter: Sighting RifleSpiror: Shadow ArmorConsular Sage: HolocronGuardia
Sorezu Defender: Main LightsaberMandra : Mando Bezcar ArmorKuyzo: Big brimmed hatWookiee: Bowcaster. Step 8: Group Resource Resource Resources, outlined during the creation of the character, should be awarded based on the first adventure in which you play. Ie. You can take advantage of the
group resource by playing one of the beginner Box adventures. (Empire Edge you get Kyrat Fang starship YT-1300) (Age of Rebellion you get your choice of shuttle Lambda or Rebel Base) (Power and Destiny you benefit from either holokron or From The Mentor) During each game, the table will choose
which group resource they want to use during the adventures of that day. All players at the table will benefit from this group resource to play on that day.) If no player has a group resource, then GM has the right to award one, and this should be noted in the adventure magazine of the character. Step 9:
Post your character online players are expected to join our discussion board and place their character in the Legends of the Galaxy Discussion Board. Just create a new threat that is typical of your character - Click here by posting your character online you create a stream about your character. This
allows you to post adventure notes, scanned copies of your adventure magazines, and track your character's progress online. Scanning your adventure magazines, you've created a digital record that can be accepted instead of bringing printed adventure magazines to your character. Please note that you
should have the means to watch your adventure magazines online in case GM puts doubted one of your adventure magazines. Ie. Phone, tablet or PC. Step 10: Ready to play your first adventure at the start of the first session with a new character to inform your game master and he he is Allow you to
make one D100 dice roll to start spending credits. This will be in addition to any day of Work Check you earn at the event. Continue to advance in character
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